Abstract. Ill [6] Albert Visser shows that ILP completely axiomatizes all schemata about provabihty and relative interpretability that are provable in finitely axiomatized theories. In this paper we introduce a system called ILP ~ that completely axiomatizes the arithmetically valid principles of provability in and interpretabihty over such theories. To prove the arithmetical completeness of ILP ~ we use a suitable kind of tail models; as a byproduct we obtain a somewhat modified proof of Visser's completeness result.
Introduction
In [5] Albert Visser introduces a logic ILP in a modal language s ~>) with a unary operator [3, to be interpreted arithmetically as provability, and a binary operator ~>, to be interpreted arithmetically as relative interpretability over some fixed theory U. In [6] he shows that ILP completely axiomatizes all schemata about provability and relative interpretability that are provable in E~ finitely axiomatized sequential theories U that extend IA0 + SupExp. In this paper we present a complete axiomatization, called ILP ~, of all true such schemata; on the way we obtain a somewhat modified proof of Visser's completeness result.
The main difference between Visser's proof of the arithmetical completeness of ILP and ours, is that we use infinite Kripke-like models, instead of finite ones, to find arithmetical interpretations for unprovable modal fornmlas. The models we use are variations on the tail models for provability logic as developed by Albert Visser (cf. [4] ). We think that the use of tail models in this setting is rather natural. The advantage of using these models is two-fold. First of all, it allows us to set up things in such a way, that we can prove the arithmetical completeness of ILP and ILP ~ (almost) in one go.
To understand the second advantage, recall that the arithmetical sentences needed to prove the arithmetical completeness of some given logic A are usually found by embedding models of A into arithmetic. If these models are finite, the embedding will only be partial, in the following sense.
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Consider a formula A(iff) as a polynomial in the truth values of the los, and suppose that [B] is a representation in arithmetic of the extension of B in a given model. To justify the use of the phrase 'embedding into arithmetic' we want the equivalence A(~o-]) ~ [A(/%)] to be provable in our arithmetical theory, for all formulas A. But, assuming that our arithmetical theory is E~ this is not possible when we are working with finite models: for if .A4 is such a model then for some n, .A4 ~ [2"~_L ~ [2,~+11. By using infinite models we will be able to obtain complete embeddings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in w the systems ILP and ILP ~ are introduced; in w we review the arithmetical notions we need and assumptions we make for our completeness results. Then, in w we state and prove the arithmetical completeness of ILP and ILP "~.
Two last remarks: we assume that the reader is familiar with the discussion of systems and arithmetization in [7] ; he or she is also advised to keep a copy of Visser's [6] at hand. 1. Q C_ w 2 is transitive, irreflexive and tree-like; 2. P _C Q is given by a set X C_ w such that 0 E X, and ~Py r ~Qy and y 6 X, and such that y 6 X, yPz implies yQz'Pz, for some z'; 
xlt-AE> B ~ Vu(xQu ~ (3y(uPyAyl~-A) ~ 3z(uPzAzl~-B))).
Finally, if A4 is a Friedman tail model, and A a formttla. Then IA~ := {~ e J~4 : x I~-A}. We write Ts E>) for the image of s c>) under T, and define rs E>)* to be the sublanguage of s in which Aq occurs only in front of implications of the form vpC -~ VpD. Clearly, then, rE(El, ~) C vs ~)*. REMARK 2.3. s is hl fact the language of the bi-modal provability logic PRL1 discussed in [3] (with the modal operators interpreted as tableaux provability instead of ordinary provability). Using (.)r and 2.7 one easily verifies that PRL1 is a conservative extension of ILP. To prove the arithmetical completeness of ILP ~ we want to use several results from [6] . To be able to do so, we only consider arithmetical theories that satisfy a number of conditions to be given now. (Details about the notions used below may be looked up in [2] , [5] , [6] and [7] .) Officially we will be working in a relational version of the language of arithmetic, in which successor, addition and multiplication are (2-, 3-and 3-place) relation symbols. We will, however, pretend that we are working with function symbols. We assume that the theories T we consider are given by an R+-formula aT(Z) having just ~ free plus the relevant information on what the set of natural numbers of T is; aT gives the set of codes of non-logical axioms of the theory (cf. [7] ). We also assume that the numbers of T satisfy IA0 + ~1, and that T is finitely axiomatized and sequential.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A4 be a Friedman tail model, and let A E s c> ). Then for all n E .M, n I~-
Wilkie and Paris [7] show that IA0 + ~1 is a completely adequate theory for arithmetizing syntax. E.g., if T is a theory satisfying the assumptions made above, we can formalize in IA0 + ~1 (as an R+-formula) ProofT(x,y), which represents the relation 'z is a proof of the formula y from T'. We further define ProvT(y):= 3z ProofT(z,y).
One of the key results needed to prove our arithmetical completeness results, is a result by Friedman, extended by Visser, that gives a characterization of interpretability in terms of consistency. To state it we need a notion of cut free proof. We follow [6] in choosing tableaux provability. We write TabProofT(~, y) for (a formalization of) the relation 'x is a tableau proof of the formula y from T'. Furthermore, TabProvT(y) := 3~ TabProofT(z, y), and TabConT(~ ") := -~TabProvT(~-,~p~). Using this notation we can state the Friedman-Visser characterization as follows: let U be finitely axiomatized and sequential, and let Interpy denote (a formalization of) relative interpretability over U, then IA0 + Exp proves Interpu(rcpT, rr 7) ~ TabProvE~p(rTabConu(r~ 7) ~ Tabeonu(rCDD.
A proof of this result may be found in [6, Section 7.4].
4.
Arithmetical completeness: the main result Before setting off, let us briefly outline the arithmetical completeness proofs we are about to give. Starting with a formula A that is non-provable in ILP or ILP ~, we find a Friedman tail model refuting A; using a Solovay-like function defined on this model we define an arithmetical interpretation of the modal language in arithmetic. Up to this point we will follow Visser's original completeness proof for ILP (modulo some changes necessitated by the fact that we are working with infinite models instead of finite ones). The way we subsequently prove that the arithmetical interpretation thus defined really is an embedding of the model refuting A into arithmetic, differs from Visser's set up. Finally, we derive the arithmetical completeness of both
ILP and ILP ~ .
For the remainder of this paper, let U be a El~ extension of IA0 + SupExp that satisfies all the requirements from w Our first aJ_m is to embed Friedman tail models into U. To do so we fix A/t = (w, 0, Q, P, IF-/ to be a tail model; we assume that P is given by a set X as in item 2 of the definition of a Friedman tail model. Define as formulas It is easily verified that IA0 + Exp proves
(z E [A~) A (m E [B]]~) ~ (z C [A A B]~); (x e [A~z~) V (z e [B]M) ~ (z E [A V B]~);
Using the Recursion Theorem we define a Solovay-like function H as follows: We leave it to the reader to check that the formula 'H(z) = u' is Ao(2"), and that for any z, y 
IA0 + Exp F xQy -~ (tt(~) = H(y) V tt(z)QH(y));

